
NEARLY SEEN 

 

 

Wander the street to avoid the writing.  Observe and be a camera; divert the eyes, 

divert the brain.  See shadows of the past in doorways.  See shadows and light in 

photographs in the library.   

 

Take pictures without the camera as he used to teach the students to do.  Come back 

with a bigger camera later with intent to steal the light.  Stare up to the skylights in the 

library to avoid thinking.  Look at photographs; look at what the others did often 

younger than him.  Another creative generation every decade.  Another  “ create a 

vision” spewed out by the critics and the photogallerists. 

 

What is observation we ask; what does the brain select from the dross, from the 

banal?  And what do you find and where do you find it?  He called it the Venice 

effect.  He got lost there once, but unlike London every street ends with water and the 

streets are water.  Get lost with a good map in Venice and when you are fed up with 

the black leather coloured boats dive into a church, sniff dust and age and churchy 

guilt and painted gilt around brown faded dead saints.   Then wander out and gaze at 

the water and glaze the eye with shimmer and reflection.   

 

Don’t get lost in London.  Don’t go past that particular street in Greenwich where he 

took the picture of the scrap metal yard and then the next street owned by the rabid 

dog and the owner who did not want  “art photographs” on his patch.  Thank you very 

much.  Instead wander the shore.  Follow the dirty bath level on the docks gates, 



brown water stain of tidal effluent, browny green.  Where a building puts its feet in 

the water and two tides a day gets brown filth all over.   

 

In the City he did the foreground thing.  Something nasty on the foreshore and a 

pretty monolith behind.  Preferably with a setting sun on the pretty steel.  Or do the   

“poor people live here” thing, the lost hope and the billboards that say nothing at all.  

Boarded up with architectural boredom.  Lost opportunity.  Signify the absence of 

sign, nowhere land and don’t look at me, I ceased functioning years ago.  My neon 

gas escaped, I’m just glass tubing now.  Only “twenty one shillings a night” bad  

B & B sign faded by the time code of aging. 

 

Pick up a book on photography and tune to the obsessions of the person.  Do you see 

eagles flying over the cliff or do you see two dead doves in brackish rainwater?  What 

are the concerns, is everything covered or do we see a repetitive agony of 

observation? 

 

He closed the magazines and the books and looked around him; all the intense 

hardback books and the stacks of frozen observation. 

 

Down the several stairs and into the traffic and city stench.  Come back with a camera 

some time, look harder, continue to observe and report and deduce from the shapes 

some sense of the city.  Try and come back refreshed, if you can. 
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